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Abstract

Evaluation Model of Tower Crane
Operation Plan for Modular
Construction
Joo Ho Kim
Department of Architecture
The Graduate School
Seoul National University

Recently, modular construction method has been widely applied to projects
with repetitive processes including dormitory, residential facility, and hotel
construction. Due to reduced labor input and shortened construction schedule,
such project type enables relatively early project delivery compared to
traditional construction approach. During the construction phase, about forty
percent of total on-site construction cost excluding unit installation cost, is put
on exterior finishing work, and thus management of finishing work is deemed
important in maintaining the targeted schedule and cost. While limited
equipment is shared on site, lifting plan becomes more important for modular
projects with greater portion of finishing workload so that subsequent
activities are not affected when carrying out on-site installation and finishing
v

work. In this regard, tower crane operation plan may take the form of a single
cycle or multiple cycles in which equipment efficiency can be affected.
However, difficulties exist in evaluating alternatives for tower crane operation
plans supporting unit installation and finishing work.

Therefore, this study aims to evaluate alternatives for tower crane operation
method according to the cyclic period setting in modular building site. To this
end, in order to determine the effect on T/C uptime and process, this study
parameterizes lifting time for unit and exterior finishing material, lift cycle for
unit and exterior finishing material and time required for finishing work.
Accordingly, this study develops a simulation model that can increase the
tower crane efficiency by controlling the work speed on site.

An academic contribution of this study is to suggest a resource leveling
method applying the concept of lifting cycle. Practically, the outcomes of this
study is expected to be used as a basis for evaluating equipment plan
alternatives for modular construction on-site managers.

Keyword : Tower Crane Operational Efficiency, Discrete Event
Simulation, Alternative Evaluation, Modular Construction

Student Number : 2016-24795
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Research Background

Recently, modular construction method has been widely applied to projects
with repetitive processes including dormitory, residential facility, and hotel
construction (Lawson and Ogden 2010; Smith 2011; Boyd et al. 2013; MBI
2015; Generalova et al. 2016). Due to reduced labor input and shortened
construction schedule, such project type enables relatively early project
delivery compared to traditional construction approach. Modular construction
method is a method of manufacturing certain portion of the existing site-based
work type in a factory as room-sized unit module, while remaining thirty to
fifty-five percent of the processes, including exterior finishing, roof, corridor,
stair case, take place on site (Smith 2011; Lawson et al. 2011). Generally,
work performed on site is classified into unit installation process, and
finishing work process that consist of work types supposed to be performed
on site (Kamali 2016).

During the construction phase, the proportion of exterior finishing cost is
about forty percent of on-site incurred construction cost, excluding unit
installation cost (Lawson and Ogden 2010), and thus management of finishing
1

work is deemed significant in maintaining the targeted schedule and cost. As
part of efforts to streamline work in this situation, various studies have been
conducted to increase resource efficiency of committed equipment and
manpower or to shorten the on-site schedule via early commencement of
finishing work (Mohsen et al. 2008; Neelamkavil 2009; Lawson and Ogden
2010). Although such approach can be a reasonable approach in terms of
schedule management, planning that does not reflect the quantity of objects to
be lifted can rather reduce the efficiency of equipment operation. For modular
construction, studies related to tower crane (T/C), which is used for vertically
transporting heavy and volumetric objects, are demanded in respect to
operational efficiency and so on. Accordingly, lift load analysis needs to be
accompanied against alternatives for T/C operation plan to establish an
appropriate equipment operation plan based on the project conditions.

Since T/C with limited equipment availability is shared on site for
procuring resource, lifting plan becomes more important for modular projects
with greater portion of finishing workload so that subsequent activities are not
affected while carrying out on-site installation and finishing work (Lawson
2011). This is because a single T/C with high specification, comparing to T/C
committed in a similar scale project of traditional method, performs lifting
task for heavy and volumetric objects in narrow construction sites in
downtown areas (Lee et al. 2011). Due to the nature of the modular
2

construction in which the repetitive work is performed, such operation of high
specification T/C should be planned properly so that the quantity of objects to
be lifted is reliably satisfied. In a modular construction site, module units are
delivered at a pre-scheduled interval, where the number of units to stack per
day must be consecutively preceded because each unit is technically structural
component of modular building (Lawson and Ogden 2010; Smith 2011).

Figure 1-1. On-site Stage of Modular Construction Project

Particularly, T/C rent requires minimum lease payment in practice, and thus
it is efficient for a T/C to fulfill as much lifting tasks as possible while it is
installed on the site. This perspective differs from T/C operation in general
that is managed with the aim of minimizing either construction schedule or
cost. Accordingly, depending on the delivery plan of required material and
working speed, starting point of exterior finishing work can be set when all
unit installation is completed, or may commence early during the unit
3

installation stage for concurrent construction. When a high specification T/C
is shared for lifting objects that differ in type, volume and weight, a spread bar
is tightened to the T/C for lifting units. Then, the attached spread bar is
disassembled from the T/C when the object to be lifted changes to a standard
material. Meanwhile, because some of interior finishes are already completed,
damage may occur if materials are piled up indoor (Lee et al. 2011).
Therefore, required materials should be lifted in time and continuously when
exterior finishing work area of a certain unit becomes available

Such a T/C operation plan may take a form of single cycle or multiple
cycles. Utilizing idle time that inevitably occurs due to a series of standby
time in between each unit lifting, unit installation sequence can be grouped to
set cycles that have priority for lifting target. However, such cycles should be
coordinated so as not to interfere with unit installation work of T/C, or tasks
on the critical path merely because of lifting time of finishing resource. This is
for the reason that subsequent unit stacking can be delayed if the waiting time
for following work with T/C usage increases temporarily. In this case, such
excessive lifting load may cause a bottleneck in T/C operation. Accordingly,
it is important to adjust the working time to set lifting cycle of exterior
finishing material so that usage time of T/C does not overlap. As such, a
decrease in both resource input time and project duration can be expected by
reducing idle time of T/C. In other words, equipment efficiency can be
4

enchanced. In this regard, properly establishing a T/C operation plan can
allow identifying the effect of optimal work sequence on the project schedule,
and thus a comparative analysis of the alternatives based on cycle period is
needed.

However, there are difficulties in evaluating alternatives for T/C operation
plan to support unit installation and finishing work. Managing the distribution
of operating time for one T/C is similar to lifting load leveling technique used
in lift planning with Just-In-Time(JIT) concept applied. Yet, this concept of
resource leveling pre-adjusts the vertical transport time of materials that can
be lifted early to mitigate bottlenecks during the peak period in which
resource demand is soaring (Ahn et al. 2003; Shin and Kim 2009).
Particularly in modular construction work where resources must be
appropriately lifted at a suitable time and place, constraint conditions suiting
the situation of modular construction should be satisfied to uniformly
maintain lifting load by adjusting the daily resource operation time.

1.2. Research Objective and Scope
Therefore, in order to evaluate alternatives for T/C operation method based
on the cycle period setting in modular construction site, this study paramatizes
unit lift time and period, exterior finishing material lift time, completion time
5

for exterior finishing works and determines the effect on T/C operating time
and schedule.

To this end, this study defines the following specific objectives: 1) this
study analyzes on-site work process based on a modular construction project
in order to identify key factors that affect the working speed of T/C lifting and
finishing task. 2) this study develops a simulation model that can calculate the
T/C efficiency by adjusting the lifting order of T/C. 3) this study validates the
unit lift time derived from the model. Then, the derived model run time is
checked with lifting time in practice, about 8~10 units per day. In essence, by
calculating the operating time of cyclic T/C operation method and comparing
it with the single cycle T/C operation method, this study is expected to be
used as a basis for decision making such as alternative selection for on-site
managers.

This scope of this research is focused on installation of unit module and
exterior finishing works employing T/C in modular construction. Technically,
a high-specification T/C is committed to lift heavy or large objects for
modular construction work. Yet, vertical transport of interior finishing
materials and work crews that normally do not use T/C in most modular
construction sites are not included in the scope of this study.

6

1.3. Research Procedure and Method

Figure 1-2. visually describes an overall research process of this study. The
following is a comprehensive procedure of this research, particularly to
address the three specific objective mentioned in chapter 1.2. Research
Objective and Scope.

1) The research trend on T/C operation as well as equipment flow in the
area of both traditional and modular construction were thoroughly reviewed.
Additionally, a modular construction project in Korea was studied through
series of site visit to determine key factors that affect the working speed of
T/C lifting and finishing task while the project was ongoing in 2017 (Lipoom.
Seoul Housing & Communities Corporation. Gayang-dong, Seoul. South
Korea). As a result, key factors and daily number of unit lifts were identified
on the site. Comparing with the lifting process of general construction
approach, this research highlighted the distinction in terms of managerial
criteria and suggested research approach specifically for successfully planning
the lift operation suitable for modular construction.

2) Using Discrete Event Simulation (DES) method, this research
developed an optimal T/C operating time calculation model for modular
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construction. To this end, preliminary research was initially conducted on
Discrete Event Simulation methodology. Based on the process analysis from
the on-site modular construction stage, a framework of the model calculating
the operating time of cyclic T/C operation method and comparing it with the
single cycle T/C operation method was derived.

3) Experimenting the developed model with a mock case for both cyclic
and consecutive operating methods, T/C operating time for given project
environment condition is derived as output values. For each mock project
with varying number of units, the number of daily unit lifts was compared
with the industry-suggested number of units lifted per day, generally ranging
from six to twelve units in practice. The model can be deemed to depict the
real site if the lifting and working speed resembles the real site under various
project scales. Consequently, the model results for average daily units to be
lifted arrived at values ranging from six to ten units per day.

8

Figure 1-2. Research Process

9

Chapter 2. Preliminary Study

In this chapter, a comprehensive review of the existing research on
operational efficiency and stability of T/C lifting in regard to modular
construction is performed. Specifically, the types of generally employed T/C
operation processes, in addition to T/C related studies in the context of
modular construction are mentioned. Furthermore, an appropriateness of
applying Discrete Event Simulation as a methodology for this study is also
confirmed. Additionally, a fundamental modeling concept and software
interface is illustrated, before developing a DES based model in chapter 3.
Model Development.

10

2.1. T/C Operation Processes for Modular
Construction

In essence, T/C operation method applicable by the experience and intuition
of modular construction site manager can be classified into two types:
consecutives operation method that is composed of a single lift cycle, and
cyclic operation method. With the consecutive lift operation method, finishing
work begins once the installation of entire number of units is completed, as
depicted in Figure. 2-1. Consecutive Lift Operation. In general, the
consecutive operation method is used to lift resources for sequential
installation and finishing work in small to mid-scale modular project (Boyd
2013). The cyclic operation method calculates the activity state based on
precedent relationship and conditions (Chehayeb 1998; Lee et al. 2002; Yang
et al. 2014). This method is applied to modular construction by utilizing idle
time of T/C, which lifts unit modules in priority while assigning the time for
lifting exterior finishing material.

As described in Figure 2-1, cyclic lift operation that manages the cycle
periods of the two objects to be lifted allows adjusting the lifting load, so that
the constant speed difference is maintained between the two.

11

Figure 2-1. T/C Operation Alternatives of Task Assignment

An evaluation of these two T/C operation approaches is carried out through
analyzing the optimal cycle period to maximize the efficiency of T/C. This is
for the reasons that the utilization of idle time influences the optimum T/C
operation efficiency depending on the project size and the available resources
on site. Particularly, in the case of cyclic operation method, in which the
process of consecutive operation method is repeated, alternatives for the
periods of unit installation cycle and exterior finish cycle are given.
Accordingly, the lift plan, where the optimal cycle period is determined, can
be compared with the lift plan based on the consecutive operation method.
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In the meantime, a state of bottleneck may occur in a specific work section
depending on the unit installation cycle and the time required for the exterior
finishing work, namely work speed. This situation may potentially cause a
delay in subsequent processes. For instance, if the process of replacing the
lifting target from unit module to finishing material becomes unnecessarily
frequent, the operating efficiency of the T/C can rather decline. This is
because delay time due to repeatedly accumulating lifting preparation time
prior to each lift cycle will increase. In addition, as the installation of unit
transported to the site is postponed, trailers that need to return to factory may
encounter problems to meet planned transportation schedule.

Based on the cyclic operation method, this study suggests an approach to
determine an optimal alternative for each operation method. Depending on the
optimum setting of lifting cycle for unit installation and finishing material,
this study calculates time required for a unit of finishing work to support such
progress. As an indicator of the operational efficiency for the cyclic operation
method calculated through this process, the T/C operation time can be
compared with the calculation result of the consecutive operation method. It
follows that the alternative evaluation method of T/C operation is fulfilled by
identifying the trend of the calculated T/C operation time. Correspondingly,
this perspective is expected be used as a foundational data for detailed work
plan of T/C operation in Ch 3. Model Development.
13

2.2. Precedent Research on T/C Operation Plan

Estimating the efficiency of T/C operation in building construction is a very
important issue for managers who plan and manage the lifting plan. As a
result, previous studies related to T/C Lifting have been actively conducted.
Such research trend can be classified into T/C commitment plan, T/C
operation or lifting schedule, and T/C flow. Table 2-1 contains the classified
contents of previous studies related to T/C.

Firstly, examining previous studies on T/C commitment plan,
Leung and Tam (1999) extracted influencing factors and used multiple
regression analysis method in order to predict T/C run time. Cho et al. (2012)
applied discrete event simulation method for constructing a more realistic T/C
lifting time prediction model in high-rise building construction environment.
Tantisevi and Akinci (2008) checked the possibility of crash during mobile
crane lifting, and identified deployable locations to prevent superfluous
relocation of mobile cranes using discrete even simulation method.
Particularly in relation to modular construction, Olearczyk et al. (2014) have
established a deployment plan that minimizes possibility of replacement and
configuration adjustments for hydraulic cranes at a modular complex
construction site.

14

Table 2-1. Literature Review on T/C Planning
Research
Area

Author

Leung and
Tam

T/C

Cho et al.

Year

1999

2012

Research Approach

Hoisting time prediction using
multiple regression analysis

Hoisting time prediction
simulation

Project
Type

Traditional

Traditional

Commitment
Plan

Tantisevi
and Akinci

Olearczyk
et al.

Ahn et al.

Shin &
T/C Operation

Kiim

2008

2014

2003

2009

Simulation-based identification of
possible locations for cranes

Lift logistics and site layout
optimization for mobile crane

Lifting procurement system
focusing on Just-In-Time

Lifting load leveling method for
applying Just-In-Time

Traditional

Modular

Traditional

Traditional

& Lifting
Schedule

Kim &
Choe

Mohsen et
al.

2010

2008

Lifting plan analysis on movement
patterns of materials

Simulation for construction
process analysis
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Traditional

Modular

Research
Area

Author

Year

Research Approach

Project
Type

Virtual prototyping and 4D
Li et al.

2012

simulation of crane motion for

Traditional

testing construction sequencing
Optimization of T/C lifting plan
Kim et al.

2016

using Dependency Structure

Traditional

Matrix

T/C Flow
Han et al.

2014

Tubaileh

2016

Visualization of modular
construction crane operation

Crane motion optimization
minimizing total transport time

Modular

Traditional

Furthermore, researches focusing on T/C operation and lifting schedule
have been performed continuously. Ahn et al. (2003) suggested a
development direction of lifting procurement system. This author studied a
system model for finishing materials that support Just-In-Time (JIT)
management of curtain wall construction. Further researches have been
conducted to reflect the characteristics of multiple lifting targets. Shin and
Kim (2009) proposed a lift progress schedule and lifting equipment load-
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leveling technique for overall construction cost savings during material lifting.
Additionally, Kim and Choe (2010) identified characteristics of each lift work
process according to movement patterns of lifted materials, and presented a
basic data for lifting progress plan by applying it to the lift cycle of a case site.
In particular, Mohsen et al. (2008) employed a simulation method to analyze
the lifting process at a modular complex construction with multiple buildings.
However, these studies packaged similar materials to reduce the lifting load or
did not reflect the lifting object for finishing work.

Moreover, based on the previously conducted T/C lift analysis process,
researches on equipment flow have been carried out actively. Due to recent
advancement in computer technology, Li et al. (2012) evaluated available
work orders for mobile crane and derived a progress plan via virtual
prototyping technology and equipment flow simulation method. Kim et al.
(2016) utilized Dependency Structure Matrix to derive certain movement
patterns of lifted materials and specified the characteristics of the lifting
progress at construction stage of the foundation layer in reinforced concrete
(RC) Structure. In such case study, this study optimized T/C lift plan and
performed lift management. Besides, Han et al. (2014) attempted to prevent
collision, and thus ensure operational safety by visualizing the modular unit
lifting process with mobile crane. Although these studies aimed to minimize
potential interference among lift activities, there is a limitation in coordinating
17

the operation time of a single T/C supporting two or more differing work
types.

In order to establish a definite T/C operation plan, Tubaileh (2016)
presented a method for optimizing a layout of a single T/C and open-storage
area for materials. To this end, this research developed a mathematical model
that can recommend a T/C operation plan with optimized work time.
Nonetheless, such research has not reflected the Just-In-Time procedure of
finishing resources that is crucial in modular environment due to limited
interior space. Consequently, it is difficult to apply the existing research in
modular construction where vertical lift of objects need to be done at the right
time and to the right place. Accordingly, this study developed a T/C operation
model focusing on cycle period allocation through analysis of unit installation
and finishing work process in modular construction work.

18

2.3. Discrete Event Simulation (DES)

This research modeled the modular construction site by constructed a base
model with simulation modeling approach, which is utilized in construction
related studies for analyzing the relationship among parameters affecting the
efficiency of the system (Kim 2000). Discrete Event Simulation (DES) is a
method of analyzing the changes that occur in the state of the system at
distinguishable points in time, thus focusing on discrete and dynamic
modeling environment (Kim 2002).

As a model building methodology, process-oriented simulation modeling
approach is employed, based on the flow of resources committed to perform
work at a modular construction site. It is possible to construct a model by
defining a series of events occurring within the system as basic form of model
building elements (Pritsker 1986; Kim 2000). In the construction industry,
studies utilizing discrete event simulation have been conducted through
various computer software programs including 'Cyclone'(Halpin 1973),
'Stroboscope'(Martinez 1996) and so on.

Because T/C utilization rate changes depending on the resource input and
work time for T/C mobilized work on site, such process is deemed dynamic

19

and discrete (Alvanchi et al. 2012). Therefore, Discrete Event Simulation
Modeling of AnyLogic 8.1.0 (The AnyLogic Company) is utilized to analyze
work processes in this research. Table 2-2 presents a model library grounded
on the Queuing Theory in discrete event simulation. The elements are
represented as the following symbols in this model.

20

Table 2-2. AnyLogic Process Modeling Library

Symbol

Title

Source

Sink

Delay

Queue

Hold

Explanation

Generating agents, this block is usually a
starting point of a process flowchart.

Disposing incoming agents, This block is
usually a final point of a process flowchart.

Delays agents for a given amount of time.

A queue (a buffer) of agents waiting to be
accepted by the next block in the flowchart.

Temporarily blocks the agent flow for a
following branch of the process flowchart.

It is a set of resource units. Resources are
Resource Pool

objects seized and released by agents to
perform tasks.

21

Seize

Seizes a given number of resource units from
the given ResourcePool block(s).

Releases a given number of resource units
Release

initially seized by selected ResourcePool from
Seize object.

Seizes a given number of resource units, delays
Service

the agent, and releases the seized units. It is
equivalent to a sequence Seize, Delay, Release.
Converts a number of agents into one agent

Batch

either as a permanent batch, or temporary batch
that can later on be unbatched by Unbatch
object.
Extracts all agents contained in the incoming

Unbatch

agent (batch) and outputs them through the
output port.

Resource Task

Expresses the end of the flowchart modeling

End

the warm-up resources units.

Link

Link represents the process flow.

22

2.4. Summary

In this chapter, the research trend of T/C related studies were
comprehensively reviewd and discussed. Specifically, the types of T/C
Operating processes that are applicable to modular construction projects were
defined. It was determined that there is a research gap, in which previous
studies have not considered Just-In-Time procedure of finishing materials that
must be met in modular environment due to limited interior space.
Furthermore, this research ascertained that resource utilization issue in respect
to consistent usage of high specification equipment need to be considered for
appropriately supporting lift work. Overall, reasonability of analyzing the
modular construction on-site work with a process-based modeling approach
was confirmed through a comprehensive literature review.

23

Chapter 3. Model Development

In order to analyze the efficiency of T/C operation depending on project
size and resource constraints in modular construction site, this study
developed a simulation model showing T/C lift with the consecutive operation
method consisting of a single cycle, in addition to the cyclic operation method
in which such a single cycle is repeated. The purpose of this modeling is not
to derive an accurate estimation of lifting time. Instead, the modeling was
conducted to analyze the relative trend in T/C operation time according to the
variable settings when the environment of modular site process model
changes.

To this end, this study suggests an optimal cycle combination of objects to
be lifted that can increase the T/C efficiency by adjusting the operating speed
based on on-site work process analysis. The model is based on the work
processes that are performed during modular unit arrival to a site, installation
and exterior finishing phase. In view of that, the values for cycle period and
attributes pertaining to each operation method are entered. This is for the
reason that it is able to determine the relationship among variables affecting
the T/C operating time and the work progress, and further maintain the lifting
load uniformly.

24

To this end, in this chapter, development of a model was carried out based
on the following research procedure: analysis of T/C operation process,
review of precedent literature to derive work time of T/C and finishing work
crew, and model development.

25

3.1. Lifting Process Analysis

Consecutive operation model describes a single cycle consisting of unit
delivery, unit lift time, and exterior finishing work time. In the consecutive
operation method, finishing work starts when installation of the entire number
of units is completed. Meanwhile, at a modular construction site, each lift of
unit has one-hour interval, where the T/C operates for about twenty minutes,
and waits for the next unit lift for about forty minutes. Yet, speeding up the
lift work is not recommended for the purpose of quality control, and the
proper number of unit installations per day is about six to ten units. On the
other hand, the Cyclic Operation Simulation Model describes a periodic cycle
of optimally grouping identical lift works by utilizing the idle time of T/C in
the consecutive operation method. However, in this process, interference to
the installation order, which is one of the work sequences forming a critical
path for the T/C, and overlap with other tasks are very likely to cause delay on
the resulting T/C operation time. In other words, during the idle time that
occurs in between unit lift tasks, cycle time allocation of exterior finishing
materials can be suggested for preparing the T/C operation planning.

A conceptual diagram as shown in Fig. 3-1. illustrates unit delivery to the
construction site, in addition to unit lift and exterior finishing work process

26

that have a precedence relationship within T/C operation for modular
construction. While limited T/C is shared in a modular construction site work
process, unit installation module and exterior finishing work module are
spaced apart to maintain a progress gap of at least three floors. At the same
time, the T/C and finishing work crew support tasks along the schedule. In
such cyclic structure, the speed and timing of each sub-activity along with the
on-site delivery period for units influences the overall lifting schedule. In this
regard, it is necessary to consider the on-site phases categorized into three
modules into the integrative model to identify the relationship among
parameterized input resources
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Figure 3-1. Process of Modular T/C Lift Operation
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3.2.
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Estimation

and

Modeling

Configuration

Prior to simulation modeling, it is necessary to calculate the travel time
required for each unit as it arrives on a site at a specific time point, and
passees on through each workflow. Table 3-1. shows the conditions setting
for calculating the total T/C operating time in the simulation model. In fact,
the purpose of this study is not to accurately derive the predicted value of
lifting time with rise and fall time of the T/C boom. However, this research
attempts to identify how project conditions and replacement of the lifting
target, that may cause a delay on T/C operation depending on the frequency,
will affect operational efficiency and the optimal combination of cycle
sequence. Accordingly, with the time needed for lifting and carrying out
work tasks for modular units, the triangular distribution value is applied,
whicht is referenced from Mohsen et al. (2008) and Olearczyk et al. (2009).
Furthermore, obtaining the input amount of manpower and equipment lead
time demanded for finishing work, an average area for finishing work per
unit was computed based on work time for standard sandwich panel that is
specified in the Construction Standard Specification (2016) from Korea
Institute of Civil Engineering and Building Technology(KICT).
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Table 3-1. Simulation Conditions Setting

Variable

Value

Number of Units per Floor

12 units/floor for each Top Floor

Approximate Exterior Finishing area per
unit

2*(3m*3m) + [1/6*(3m*6m)] = 21 m^2

Number of T/C

1

Unwrapping module

Triangular (25, 20, 15) w/ 3 to 4 workers

Time of hooking module

Triangular (20, 17, 15)

Time of load hoisting up, booming up,
Triangular (10, 7, 5)

swing, hoisting down
Securing-lining up

Triangular (30, 20, 15)

Securing bolting together

Triangular (30, 22, 15)

Return to next position

Triangular (3, 2, 1)

Time of locking spreader bars

7min

Time of dismantling spreader bars

7min
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Variable

Value

General workers for finishing
0.012 worker/1m^2

(8hr work shift)
Quantity of Manpower

0.10 hr/m^2

Unit Finishing Time for One worker

2.02 hr/unit

Tower crane time for finishing work

0.049 hr/1m^2 = 2.94 min/1m^2

Unit Finishing Time for T/C

1.029 hr/unit
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3.3. Cyclic T/C Operation Model Development

The T/C operation model, implementing a single cycle consecutive
operation method and multi-cycle operation method, is developed by
employing discrete event simulation methodology via three procedures: 1)
selection of attributes and state variable, 2) attribute changes in objects
moving along the workflow according to definition of events, 3) simulation
model development. The detailed model development process is as follows.

1) Selection of attributes and state variable
The attributes and state variables identified for running the T/C operation
model are shown in Table 3-2 and Table 3-3. Ten Parameters and ten
variables were selected by deriving the state variables that change according
to the events that occur within the aforementioned analysis of lift process.
Specifically, parameters are defined as input values in relation to equipment
and manpower usage. In this research, parameters are grouped into two types,
including lifting related setting and work crew related setting. In contrast,
Variables are values defining changes in the work status and work time in
progress of construction schedule during the simulation run. In this research,
variables are grouped into three types, including unit status, work crew status
and cycle control status.
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Table 3-2. Parameters of Entities
Parameter
Type
Lifting Related
Setting

Name
Unit Arrival Time
Unit Lift Cycle Buffer
Finishing Cycle Buffer
Finishing Time Per Worker
Finishing Workers In Crew
Finishing Crew Number

Work Crew
Related Setting

Assembly Crew Number
Ground Support Time Per Worker
Ground Support Time Workers In Crew
Ground Support Time Crew Number

Table 3-3. Variables of Entities
Variable
Type

Name
Delivered Unit

Unit Status

Completed Unit
Finishing Crew Work Time
Assembly Line Up Time

Work Status

Assembly Bolting Time
Ground Support Crew Work Time
Lifted Unit
Site Work Finish Time

Cycle Control

Floor Level Progress Gap

Status

Floor Level Gap Release
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2) Attribute changes in objects moving along the workflow according to
definition of events
In this modeling, one agent was used, which is defined as units that are
brought into the site to be installed and finished. Factors affecting T/C
operation are unit lift cycle, available input resources and work speed for
finishing task. Specifically, the speed of fulfilling finishing work is
determined based on working hours for available finishing work crew.
Moreover, depending on the project environment ranging from the number of
units as to project conditions and available resources, the yielded value for the
estimated efficiency of the cyclic operation method can vary. Subsequently,
this research calculated the overall T/C run time by utilizing the cycle
operation model where the lift cycle time is adjustable, and identifying the
relationship between resource movement and finishing work speed that affect
optimal cycle

3) Simulation model development
In this research, the cyclic operation model was developed based on the
aforementioned model-run process. In order to reflect the actual workflow
during the on-site phase to the model, the following assumptions were made
in this model.
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(1) It is assumed that modular units are delivered to the site as scheduled,
and finishing material preparation is completed at the time when finishing
work crew is available to work by applying the Just-In-Time concept.
(2) It is assumed that the T/C operation does not encounter unexpected
stoppage errors, failures, delays and so on.
(3) This studies assumed the use of one T/C, and installation and
disassembly time are excluded from scope of the model.
(4) While scaffolding, mast climbing work platforms or work elevators are
generally used for exterior finishing task in modular construction, it is
assumed that the installation of units proceeds with the rise of such temporary
facility.
(5) Exterior finishing work is assumed to be facade panel finishing that
does not require truss, and includes the entire process of exterior finishing
such as exterior painting, panel construction, finishing work and son on.
Several Examples of this type of finishing are AL sheet panel construction,
and zinc finishing construction.

Based on the aforementioned assumptions, this research reflected
parameterized values for unit lift cycle and lead time according to finishing
work labor input. Figure 3-2 shows the T/C simulation model constructed
with AnyLogic software. In this model, the operation method is expressed by
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adjusting the cycle period for each work process. With the consecutive
operation method, the total number of units is inputted as the cycle period,
and the exterior finishing work is started once the entire number of units are
installed. For the cyclic operation method, the optimal cycle period is entered
to group unit lift periods on basis of daily T/C operating time, and finishing
material lift time is allocated while maintaining a regular interval between the
two operations. Meanwhile, a spread bar is tightened to the T/C for lifting
units, and the attached spread bar is disassembled from the T/C when the
object to be lifted changes to a standard finishing material. However, frequent
changes in the lifted object type may lead to work inefficiency, and thus this
study aims to calculate the operating time for the two operating methods.
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Figure 3-2. Modular Construction T/C Operating Time Estimation Simulation Model
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3.4. Constraints Setting for Derivation of Cycle Period

Prior to planning a lift schedule with the cyclic operation method, it is
necessary to set a combination of cycle periods satisfying the constraint set
before calculating the total time with simulation model developed in this
study. The combination of unit installation and finishing cycles need to reflect
precedence relationships and constraints of variables within modular
construction site processes. Essentially, the unit installation work should be
able to proceed with the exterior work at definite intervals, and accordingly,
the lift load should be maintained uniformly. With the purpose of ensuring
convenience of cycle period setting in addition to homogeneity of cycle order
and uniformity of frequency, this research determined Unit Lift Cycle Buffer
to be set as twice the finishing cycle buffer as presented in Equation (1).

Unit Lift Cycle Buffer = 2 x Finishing Cycle Buffer

(1)

Even if subsequent work is performed after the preceding unit installation
work, the cycles for the two processes should be set to not overlap with each
other, and it is necessary to maintain the difference in progress in terms of
floor level. Consequently, Finishing Cycle Buffer should be set as a smaller
value than the value difference between Unit Lift Cycle Buffer and Floor
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Level Gap. In this manner, a floor-level progress gap can be maintained
continually, even when a specific exterior finishing cycle period is completed.
This is satisfied with the constraint of the following Equation (2).

Finishing Cycle Buffer ≤ Unit Lift Cycle Buffer – Floor Level Gap

(2)

For the consecutive method, finishing workforce demand is managed
towards the end of construction period. Yet with the cyclic method, it is
important to uniformly manage the amount of work to be assigned to workers,
according to the resource management concept. As on-site managers packages
the appropriate work amount in the planning stage to establish a schedule, it is
important to uniformly manage the workload based on work zoning for
vertical transport of resources. For example, in a situation where modular unit
installation should proceed first despite the insufficient workload compared to
human resources, starting exterior construction cycle can lead to waste in
resource usage. Hence, Finishing Cycle Buffer should be set larger than Units
Per Floor. This is defined as a constraint of the following Equation (3).

Finishing Cycle Buffer ≥ Units Per Floor
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(3)

This research applied the three aforementioned constraints for conducting a
mock case simulation experiment. In particular, numerical values satisfying
all of the constraint sets are inputted as cycle periods of modular unit and
exterior finishing material.
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3.5. Summary

In this chapter, T/C operation model, implementing single cycle
consecutive operation method and multiple cycle operation method, was
constructed via Discrete Event Simulation approach. Initially, a process
analysis of events that occured on site for a project under study was
performed. Then, the following step was to identify model building elements
and model configuration in order to establish a base model depicting a real
T/C operation. Afterwards, constraint setting was illustrated to apply real
project condition of a modular project to the developed model.
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Chapter 4. Mock Case Simulation Experiment

In this study, finishing work process at a modular construction site is
implemented

through

the

simulation

model

developed

earlier.

Correspondingly, in this chapter, a cycle experiment was performed by
applying the aforementioned cycle constraint sets for the purpose of analyzing
the actual operation time of T/C.

4.1. Mock Case Configuration

This research derived optimum cycle periods of the cyclic operation method
and calculated the total T/C operation time so as to compare with the total T/C
operation time of consecutive operation method. Table 4-1 shows project
summary and parameter values of a mock case, studied in this research.
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Table 4-1. Details of Experimental Case Study
Parameter

Value

Top Floors

From 4 to 32, with interval of 4 floors

Total Number of Units

48, 96, 144, 192, 240, 288, 336, 384

Unit Lift Cycle Buffer

-

Finishing Cycle Buffer

-

Finishing Workers In Crew

3

Finishing Time Per Worker

2.02

Finishing Crew Number

5

Assembly Crew Number

2

Unit Arrival Time

1

Ground Support Workers In Crew

3

Ground Support Time Per Worker

0.67

Ground Support Crew Number

1
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4.2. Optimal Cycle Experiment and Alternative Analysis

In this chapter, the total T/C operation time of the cyclic operation method
is calculated according to the optimal cycle satisfying the above-described
settings, and is compared with T/C operation time of consecutive operation
method. In the meantime, actual operation time excluding work interruption
and rest period was derived based on the chosen project conditions. This was
because the purpose of this study is to improve T/C operation efficiency by
not only shortening T/C operation time, but also maintaining uniform lift load.
Accordingly, the operating time obtained as such is a value maximizing the
actual utilization rate of T/C.

Table 4-2 is the corresponding results of alternative analysis for the T/C
operation methods. Examining the simulation results, the optimal unit
installation cycle was derived equal to the total number of units for projects
consisting of 48 and 96 units with 12 units per floor. As a result, there is no
difference in the total T/C operation time, when the cycle operation method is
applied for relatively small projects. The reason is that the optimum cycle
period is settled to be a single cycle identical to the consecutive operation
method. Meanwhile, in case of a project consisting of 144 units, the actual
operation time was 273.10 hours for the cyclic operation method, and 291.99
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hours for the consecutive operation method, yielding a timely difference of
18.89 hours. Especially, in the case of a larger-scale project with 384 total
units, the actual operation time of T/C was 634.75 hours for the cyclic
operation method and 582.44 hours for the consecutive operation method,
thus returning a variation of 50.46 hours. Therefore, the results of this analysis
showed that the variation in the numerical value for the two methods ended up
becoming higher for larger-scale project. Besides, it is ascertained that more
efficient lift planning will be possible if the cyclic operation method is
considered in mid-to-high rise or large modular building projects with
characteristics repetitive inter-floor work tasks.

Considering the applied constraint sets to determine an ideal cycle, the unit
installation cycle was set to be twice that of the exterior finishing material
cycle in order to sustain a uniform order and frequency of homogeneous
cycles, following the defined constraint set. However, actual data is required
for each site because the reduction rate of actual operation time varies
depending on the aspects that are not considered in this study model,
including but not limited to project delivery system and scope of exterior
finishing carried out on site.

Consequently, however, site manager of a modular construction project will
be able to establish and verify on-site lift plan based on the project conditions
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and critical management factors by means of taking into account influence
variable considered in this research: number of units in each site, available
resources, and constraints.

Table 4-2. Experiment Results of Repetitive and Cyclic Operations based on
Constraints Application

Total
Top Num.
floor

of
Units

Unit Lift

Material

Cycle

Lift Cycle

Optimized Optimized
(Units)

(Units)

Total
Cyclic
Operating
Time
(Hour)

Total
Total

Reduced

Consecutive Time with
Operating

Cyclic

Time (Hour) Operation
(Hour)

4

48

-

-

-

98.35

-

8

96

-

-

-

195.17

-

12

144

72

36

273.10

291.99

18.89

16

192

96

48

363.51

388.80

25.29

20

240

120

60

453.96

485.62

31.66

24

288

144

72

544.33

582.44

38.11

28

336

84

42

634.75

679.23

44.48

32

384

96

48

725.58

776.04

50.46
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4.3. Summary

In this chapter, in order to confirm the applicability of the suggested T/C
operation model for modular building project, a simulation experiment was
carried out with a mock case study. Examining the experiment results, it is
expected that the efficiency of T/C operation can improve at the modular
construction, especially for projects larger in scale with repetitive work tasks.
Accordingly, the results driven from the model is expected to be used for
decision making related to evaluating T/C operation. Particularly, on-site
managers can use the simulation equipment as a tool for determining the
suitable equipment lease period in addition to the lifting schedule in modular
construction.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion

This chapter presents the summary of the development process of
consecutive and cyclic T/C operation modeling for modular construction and
suggestion of evaluation method for T/C lift plan based on project conditions.
On the whole, in this section, outcomes and limitation of this research is
further discussed.

5.1. Results and Discussion

Recently, modular construction method has been widely applied to projects
with repetitive processes including dormitory, residential facility, and hotel
construction. Due to reduced labor input and shortened construction schedule,
shortening the construction period is critical to assure the project profit for
such profit-oriented building types. In order to maximize these benefits,
establishing a lift plan is demanded for effectively supporting on-site unit
installation and finishing work of units that occupy a large portion of the site
construction period. Technically, there is a possibility that the efficiency of
the T/C may rather decline due to superfluous resource idle time in between
unit lifts. Additionally, T/C operation plan that does not reflect the optimum
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cycle period can lead to frequent replacement of objects to be lifted, thus
accumulating loss time. In order to resolve such problem, it is difficult to
apply the concept of resource leveling techniques generally used in lift
planning to modular construction where resources need to be transported at
the right time and to the place. Inevitably, there are difficulties in evaluating
alternatives for T/C operation plans to support unit installation and finishing
work.

Accordingly, this study attempted to evaluate alternatives for T/C operation
for unit installation and exterior finishing work based on the cycle period
setting at modular construction site. The primary objective of this study was
to determine unit lift time and period, exterior finishing material lift time,
completion time for exterior finishing works in order to understand the effect
on T/C operating time and schedule. To this end, this research initially derived
attribute variables. Afterwards, a simulation model was developed that can
measure the T/C efficiency by adjusting the work speed, based on analysis of
work process performed on site.

In essence, verifying the T/C operation plan using the alternative analysis
method through the simulation modeling suggested in this study is expected to
prevent delays due to redundant demand for resource lifts, thus it is expected
that the efficiency of T/C operation can improve at a modular construction site.
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Although the actual utilization rate of T/C increases when the cyclic operation
method is applied to the site, it is important to note that how the installation of
unit and exterior finishing work tasks are done at the same time may lead to a
cost increase because the demand period for human resources is prolonged as
well.

There is still a limitation of this research in terms of modeling employed in
this study. Due to the lack of available information on case studies, this
research carried out validation of the developed model by comparing the
project schedule and daily number of unit lifts for a small-scale project case.
The simulated results for the four-story mock case was compared with the
actual project schedule and daily number of unit lifts for the aforementioned
Lipoom project finished in Seoul (2017). This research assumed that such
similarity between the simulated and actual project would exist in larger scale
projects. Yet, further cases need to be collected to compare and analyze the
simulated project data with actual projects outcomes for enhancing the
reliability of research results.

However, by means of minimizing the operation time for the cyclic T/C
operation method and comparing it with the consecutive T/C operation
method, this research is expected to be used as a basic data for decision
making such as efficient alternative selection tool for on-site managers. With
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such approach of measuring the T/C efficiency for given operation conditions,
site managers can recognize how the planned sequence and speed of lifting
work will affect the overall schedule.

5.2. Contribution

An academic contribution of this study is to suggest a resource leveling
method applying the concept of lifting cycle. The results of this research
enable establishing T/C plan considering modular unit installation and
finishing process, and the resulting resource utilization rate can ultimately
shorten the T/C lease period. Yet, T/C leasing usually requires minimum lease
payment, where T/C operating time is consumed relatively efficiently.
However, the significance of this research is highlighted, since uniform
utilization control of T/C at a modular construction site can minimizes
bottlenecks to resource demand. Furthermore, it will be possible to prevent a
delay in subsequent operations due to unnecessary movement time.

Meanwhile, it is important to note that this research did not recommend a
unique management method suitable for modular construction. Rather, this
research studied a general T/C operation plan and lifting management
approaches, and ultimately suggested an approach to consider particular
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constraint conditions encountered in a modular construction environment.
Consequently, versatile usability of this research is expected, especially when
the proportion of offsite manufacturing is increasing in the construction
industry.

Moreover, in a managerial perspective, this research is expected to be used
practically as a basis for an alternative evaluation of equipment plan. While,
in practice, exterior finishing work load has been partitioned into certain time
period and work area based on the experience and intuition of site manager,
setting an inaccurate cycle period can result in inefficiencies in the work
process due to unnecessary or insufficient resource movement. Hence, the
analysis approach suggested in this research will provide a more scientific
basis for modular construction lift planning decision.
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5.3. Further Study

This research maximized the utilization rate to keep the lift load of modular
construction work evenly. Conversely, the limitation of this research is that it
is necessary to reflect a proper equipment utilization rate so that equipment
operation plan can be established and actually applied on site. As part of
future research area to expand the study with utilization rate as an operational
safety factor, further research may additionally consider the movement speed
and daily work schedule of T/C. At the same time, in order to study how
varying ranges of finishing work to be performed on site affects the resource
efficiency, future study may considered the proportion and type of finishing
work assigned on a site.
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Appendix
A. Description of Movement of units in the simulation
model: A unit passing through the workflow is defined as
an agent.
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B. Conceptual diagram of T/C idle time management for
resource allocation alternatives
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국 문 초 록

최근

인력자원

투입량

감소

및

공기단축이

가능한

모듈러

건축공법은 반복 공정이 많은 기숙사, 주거시설, 호텔 공사 등에
다양하게

적용되고

있다.

모듈러

건축공법은

유닛

설치비용을

제외한 현장 공사비에서 외장 마감공사 비용의 비중은 약 40%를
차지하며, 마감공사는 목표공기와 비용을 유지하는데 주요한 역할을
한다. 모듈러 현장에서 유닛 설치 및 마감공사 수행을 위해 한정된
장비가 후속 액티비티에 영향을 주지 않도록 공유되어야 하며 현장
마감 비중이 커지는 모듈러 프로젝트일수록 공정관리에서 양중
계획은 매우 중요하기 때문이다. 이와 같은 T/C 운용 계획은 단일
사이클 또는 다중 사이클의 형태를 가지게 되며 사이클 주기
조율은 장비효율을 높일 수 있다. 그러나 유닛 설치 및 마감공사를
지원하기 위한 T/C 운용 계획의 대안을 평가하는데 어려움이 있다.

따라서 본 연구는 모듈러 건축 현장에서 T/C 운용의 사이클 주기
설정에 따른 운용방식의 대안을 평가하기 위해 유닛 양중 시간 및
주기, 외장재 양중 시간, 마감 작업 소요시간을 변수화하여 T/C
가동시간과 공정에 주는 영향을 파악한다. 이러한 목적을 달성하기
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위해 현장에서 이루어지는 작업 프로세스 분석을 바탕으로 작업
속도를 조절하여 T/C 효율을 증대시킬 수 있는 시뮬레이션 모델을
개발한다.

본 연구는 양중 사이클 개념을 적용한 자원 평준화 방법을
제시함으로써 학술적 기여가 있으며 실무적으로 현장관리자에게
장비 계획의 대안 선택을 위한 기초자료로서 활용될 수 있을
것이다.
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